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INTRODUCTION 
This publication addresses general aviation 
pilots of all age and experience to provide them 
essential information about Global Navigation Satellite 
Systems (GNSS). Its major aim is to enhance safety of 
VFR flight operations and to allow pilots to take use of 
the full potential of these systems. It provides a basic, 
yet sufficient level of knowledge about general 
principles of these systems and combines it with a set 
of tips and advises for their practical and safe use 
during VFR flights. This would be supported by new 
training syllabi, both for theoretical knowledge (TK) and 
practical skill (PS), that will provide pilots with a more 
advanced knowledge of these systems from their early 
training. This is a necessary evolution, as the GNSS 
receivers have found their way into a vast majority of 
general aviation cockpits during the past decade, while 
not all VFR pilots are sufficiently aware of associated 
safety risks and possible operational benefits. While 
these receivers can be beneficial in many ways, pilots 
must in fact always keep in mind, that these devices 
have their limitations. So, fly safe and remember: 
GNSS is a good servant but a bad master.  
Part A of this publication provides pilots with a 
level of theoretical GNSS knowledge, which is required 
by the new proposed theoretical syllabi for PPL(A), 
PPL(H) and LAPL. It should be read by student pilots 
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as well as current license holders, and it provides brief 
and straight forward information on the current state of 
the four GNSS systems available on the planet and the 
principles of their operation. It also contains a 
description of typical GNSS receivers used in general 
aviation, and, most importantly, tips and advices for 
flying with them safely.  
Part B of this publication serves as a study 
reference guide for student pilots, instructors and 
ATOs. It is structured in accordance with the proposed 
changes and additions to the PPL(A), PPL(H) and 
LAPL theoretical knowledge syllabi, namely AMC1 to 
EASA rule FCL.210 and AMC1 to FCL.215 identified 
by the CaBilAvi (Capacity Building for Aviation 
stakeholders) project consortium. It takes every 
proposed item, which is to be added into the syllabus, 
and provides basic explanatory information to it, while it 
aims to be brief, clear and straight to the point. Due to 
the structure of the syllabus, some of the content of this 
part may be duplicate to part A. On the other hand, this 
part B is also incorporated into the e-learning 
application available for free use on CaBilAvi project 
webpage (http://cabilavi.gnss-centre.cz/web/elearning). 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Part A. 
GNSS for VFR flights 
Basic theory and practical use
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Part A. GNSS for VFR flights.  
Basic theory and practical use  
1 BASIC THEORY AND 
PRINCIPLES OF GNSS 
For the use in civil aviation, the Global 
Navigation Satellite System’s definition was stated as a 
world-wide system for position determination, which 
consists of one or more satellites, aircraft based 
receivers and integrity monitoring system. The GNSS 
concept was introduced in 1988 by the ICAO Special 
Committee on Future Air Navigation System (FANS) 
based on the fact that GPS alone was not able to 
safely support critical applications for air navigation. 
Basic Satellite navigation system is hence augmented 
(as necessary) for supporting the required navigational 
performance. GNSS is consequently a designation not 
just only for the base systems (as GPS, GLONASS, 
Galileo and BeiDou), but also includes the related 
augmentation systems. Currently (as of early 2017), 
only American GPS and Russian GLONASS are fully 
operational. The EU and ESA (European Space 
Agency) are working together to deploy the Galileo 
system, which should become an alternative to GPS. 
Another system is BeiDou, being developed by China, 
which is scheduled to become operational on the 
global scale by 2020. [31], [12], [3] 
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1.1 GLOBAL NAVIGATION 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
GPS 
GPS    (Global    Positioning    System    –    
formerly NAVSTAR GPS) is a system, initiated for 
military purposes in the United States of America, but 
which provides global position and time determination 
to all its users, including civilians. It utilizes WGS 
(World Geodetic System from 1984) as a reference  
system for geographical coordinates (LAT, LONG). 
GPS, like other GNSS, consists of three segments: 
 The space segment 
 The control segment 
 The user segment  
The space segment  
The basic space segment nominally consists of 
24 satellites orbiting in six orbital planes, at around 
20200 km in altitude (i.e. Medium-altitude Earth orbits 
= MEO). Currently, there are however 31 GPS 
satellites  in active service [5]. The constellation is 
being constantly upgraded by the addition of new 
satellites. This means, that there are currently three 
types of satellites in orbit: Block IIR; Block IIR-M and 
 20 
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Block IIF. Each of the mentioned blocks uses a 
different set of signals. While Block IIR provides civilian 
users only with C/A code on L1 frequency, Block IIR-M 
adds another civil signal: L2C on L2 frequency and 
Block IIF adds civilian signal on L5 frequency on top of 
the previous.  
 
Fig. 1: Satellite constellation of GPS satellites [37]  
The control segment 
The control segments’ task is to constantly 
monitor and adjust the satellites, and to monitor and 
correct the content of navigational messages send by 
the satellites. It consists of a world-wide network of 
ground facilities [36]:  
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 Master Control Station (MCS) and a 
backup control station 
 12 ground communication stations – 
four joined together with monitoring 
stations and another eight which are 
part of the Air Force Satellite Control 
Network (AFSCN) 
 16 monitoring stations – six USAF 
stations and ten National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency (NGA) stations. 
 
Fig. 2: The control segments of GPS [36] 
The control segment is however unable to 
inform users of possible degradations within few 
seconds, as is necessary e.g. during instrument 
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approach operations. This is one the main reasons to 
require GNSS, including proper augmentations. 
The user segment 
The user segment consists of great number of 
various receivers, which utilize signals from satellites to 
calculate their position and synchronise respective 
clocks.  
GPS provides two types of services [40]:  
 Standard Positioning Service (SPS), 
freely available to all users 
 Precise Positioning Service (PPS), 
which is encoded and available only 
to authorized users 
The SPS signals are L1 C/A, L2C and L5 are 
transmitted on frequencies, which correspond with their 
name. They are free and unrestricted to use by anyone 
24 hours a day. L2C signal improves the error caused 
by ionospheric propagation, as it is transmitted on a 
different frequency. The L5 signal (sometimes referred 
to as the Safety of Life (SoL) signal) is provided for 
subjects, to which safety is essential, like aviation. This 
service meets high criteria for continuity, integrity, 
availability and safety of these subjects.  
The PPS signals are P(Y) and M. They are 
transmitted on L1 and L2 frequencies, are encrypted 
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and intended mainly for military use. It provides 
information with a high level of accuracy and reliability. 
GALILEO 
The only GNSS that is being developed from 
the outset to fulfil civil needs and under civilian 
management is the European Galileo project. It is 
being developed by the European Union and its 
Member States, in partnership with the European 
Space Agency and its partners and contractors. This 
autonomous system uses the Galileo Terrestrial 
Reference Frame (GTRF) as a geographical reference 
system.  
The space segment  
Once fully operational, Galileo will consist of 30 
satellites (24 operational and 6 backups), which will 
orbit in three orbital planes at 23222 km (MEO). As of 
early 2017 there were 10 operational satellites in orbit 
and several others, undergoing In-Orbit Validation 
(IOV). 
The control segment 
The control segment comprises two Ground 
Control Centres (GCCs). Each one of them controls a 
different system: The first GCC, called the Galileo 
Control System, controls the constellation of satellites. 
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The second GCC, that is referred to as the Galileo 
Mission System, is responsible for monitoring the 
navigational functionality of the system and collects 
data from monitoring stations scattered around the 
world [16].  
The user segment 
Galileo receivers process the signals from the 
satellites and decode the navigational data to 
determine receivers’ position (much like GPS and all 
the other systems and therefore industry is able to 
produce receivers able to process both GPS and 
Galileo signals). 
Galileo will provide following services [13]: 
 Open Service (OS), free of charge, 
which provides position and time 
information for all users 
 Safety of Life service (SoL), provided 
for subjects, to which safety is 
essential. This service meets high 
criteria for continuity, integrity, 
availability and safety of these 
subjects. Civil aviation is expected to 
be one of the most relevant users of 
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SoL, including for 3D1 instrument 
approach and landing. 
 Commercial Service (CS), for 
developing applications for 
professional or commercial users, 
utilizing higher performance and 
higher standard than provided by the 
Open Service. 
 Public Regulated Service (PRS), 
dedicated only for users approved by 
the government, who demand high 
level of continuous, undisturbed 
service. Public Regulated Service 
uses encrypted signals. 
 Search and Rescue support Service 
(SAR) for COSPAS- SARSAT with 
emergency signals reception and 
forwarding. 
 
 
 
                                               
1
 In 2014 ICAO introduced a new taxonomy of approach 
operations, which includes two methods: 2D providing only lateral guidance 
and 3D, providing in addition also vertical guidance. 
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GLONASS 
GLONASS system is controlled by the Ministry 
of Defence of the Russian government. The current 
constellation consists of 27 MEO satellites on three 
orbital planes at 19100 km. 24 of these are fully 
operational, one is undergoing service checks, one is a 
backup and one is undergoing testing (as of early 
2017), [28]. 
While GPS and Galileo use spread-spectrum 
signals with different coding for each transmitting 
satellite, GLONASS satellites transmit on different 
frequencies. Integrated receivers able to decode also 
GLONASS signals are hence more complex. 
BEIDOU 
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System – BDS, or 
just BeiDou (sometimes also referred to as “Compass”) 
– the People’s Republic of China’s system had 23 
satellites in orbit in 2016. In full constellation, the 
system is planned to have 5 geostationary satellites 
(GEO orbits at 36000 km above the equator), 27 
satellites in three orbital planes at 21500 km (MEO) 
and 3 satellites in inclined orbits at 36000 km (i.e. 35 
satellites in total). BeiDou has provided services for 
civilian users since 2012 in Asia/Pacific region and has 
reached global coverage in 2015. [37], [19] 
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1.2 GNSS’ PRINCIPLE OF 
OPERATION 
REFERENCE SYSTEM 
Global Navigation Satellite Systems operate on 
the principle of measuring distances, based on the 
speed of propagation, which is the speed of light. To 
translate the distances from satellites into geographical 
coordinates, a reference system is necessary. The 
reference system allows to project the relative position 
to several satellites into the Earth’s coordinate system 
and so determine LAT and LONG, but, being the 
geometry three-dimensional, also altitude. For this 
reason, referential geometrical bodies called ellipsoids 
and which approximate the undulated surface of the 
planet are used. Referential ellipsoids roughly 
represent the Earth’s shape and are created by an 
extensive geodetic survey. They may be updated after 
a certain period of time. The system's name is usually 
an abbreviation and incorporates the year of the first 
survey. Each GNSS uses a different reference system. 
If a receiver wants to determine position from multiple 
systems, then the reference systems must be 
mathematically transformed from one to another.  
The following table (Tab. 1) shows which GNSS 
uses which reference system. 
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Tab. 1: GNSS reference systems  
GNSS 
REFERENCE 
SYSTEM 
FULL NAME 
YEAR OF 
THE FIRST 
SURVEY 
GPS WGS 84 
World Geodetic 
System  
(adopted by ICAO as 
the standard 
horizontal reference 
system in 1994) 
1984 
Galileo GTRF 
Galileo Terrestrial 
Reference Frame 
2007 
GLONASS PZ 90 Parametry Zemli 1990 
BeiDou CTRF 2000 
China Terrestrial 
Reference Frame 
2000 
  
A reference ellipsoid has its own Cartesian 
coordinate system, with the origin at the centre of the 
ellipsoid. Exact distribution of axes may vary from 
system from system, for example WGS 84 has its X 
axis intercepting the prime meridian and its Z axis 
intercepts both poles. A reference ellipsoid does not 
represent the exact shape of earth and does not 
contain geographical features such as valleys, 
lowlands or mountains. In other words GNSS 
measures the distance from the centre of the Earth, but 
neither the pressure altitude, nor the height above 
ground. This is one of the limiting factors for using 
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GNSS to determine altitude and to establish vertical 
separations.   
 
Fig. 3: WGS’ reference ellipsoid [25] 
THE METHOD OF DETERMINING 
POSITION 
The exact method of determining position is 
very complex and difficult to explain, since it includes 
advanced mathematical operations. But its principles 
are quite simple. In fact positioning is based on 
measuring distances, based on time of reception and 
speed of light. This is the same principle of Distance 
Measuring Equipment (DME) or radars. However, in 
the case of  DME and radars signals travel two ways 
and therefore times can be accurately measured at the 
co-location of the transmitter and receiver. In case of 
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GNSS signals travel only from satellite to receiver, and 
therefore more complexity is necessary for accurate 
time measurement. Each GNSS satellite transmits a 
signal, referred to as a Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) 
and the receiver measures the time of reception. The 
time difference between transmission and reception of 
the signal, multiplied by the speed of light, gives the 
pilot the distance (range) from one satellite, relative to 
his/her position. In other words the pilot is on the 
surface of a sphere, whose centre is the transmitting 
satellite. Listening to two satellites the pilot is at the 
intersection of two spheres (i.e.  circle). Listening to 
three satellites one is at the point where the three 
spheres intersect. If the pilot knows the relative 
distance from three satellites, one can hence calculate 
his/her position [X, Y, Z]. 
If the receiver’s clock was precisely 
synchronized with satellites’, then the calculated 
position would be very accurate. However, the 
accuracy of a quartz clock mechanism inside a 
conventional GNSS receiver cannot compete with the 
accuracy of satellites’ atomic clock, so the measured 
range (distance) is not correct, thus it is called a 
“pseudo range”. Due to the speed of light being such a 
high number, therefore the measured time difference 
being so small, even the smallest inaccuracy has a big 
impact on the calculated position. For instance, a time 
difference of 1 millisecond would set the position off by 
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as much as 162 NM! Due to this, the receiver has to 
know the time error of its clock which becomes a fourth 
unknown in the mathematics. So, to determine all four 
unknowns (X, Y, Z and the clock error), the pilot must 
measure pseudo ranges of at least four satellites (in 
mathematical terms one needs four equations). After 
determining the clock error, a receiver can calculate 
three (or more) exact ranges, thus determining the 
relative position of three (or more) satellites, which is 
then recalculated relatively to the coordinate system.  
 
Fig. 4: Requirement of four satellites to determine the exact 
position [33] 
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THE NAVIGATION MESSAGE  
Navigation messages are an integral part of a 
GPS satellites’ signal. To determine a position, at least 
one frame of information must be received, which lasts 
30 seconds. One frame contains five sub-frames, 
which contain the following information: 
 The satellite's clock error, 
 Ephemerides information; 
 The satellite time – UTC difference 
and ionosphere status information; 
 A part of an almanac;  
 Service parameters. 
The satellite’s time (the GPS time) varies from 
UTC slightly, and therefore it is necessary to always 
know the difference. 
An almanac is one of the key factors required 
for a GNSS’ operation; it is not possible to determine 
the position without a valid almanac. The almanac 
contains the information about a complete constellation 
of all the satellites. The complete almanac is divided 
into several frames of a navigation message and its 
acquisition takes 12.5 minutes in perfect conditions. It 
is usually changed once-a-day.  
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A very important fact can be determined from 
the previous paragraph: A GNSS receiver, that has 
been turned off for a prolonged period of time will 
require at least 12.5 minutes, before it can acquire its 
initial position! 
Service parameters are used to determine a 
faulty satellite and to exclude it from the positioning 
process. Service parameters are determined from 
satellite signal monitoring, which is performed by the 
ground control. 
USED FREQUENCIES AND SIGNALS 
GNSS satellites are transmitting in Ultra High 
Frequency (UHF) range. Signals are transmitted on 
several different frequencies, because the ionosphere 
greatly affects the speed of distribution of the signal, 
thus greatly affecting the accuracy. The ionosphere 
affects signals of different frequencies differently. 
Thanks to this phenomenon, GNSS can determine the 
actual state of the ionosphere and minimize the impact 
on accuracy. 
The GNSS signal consists of [17]:  
 A carrier wave: exact frequency, 
sinusoidal character, 
 A code for determining a pseudo 
range: a sequence of binary 
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information, also called Pseudo 
Random Noise (PRN), 
 Navigational data: also in the binary 
format, containing information about 
satellites’ position, time correction, 
almanac and satellites’ integrity 
status.  
ERRORS AND JAMMING  
The accuracy of a GNSS receiver depends on 
several factors and is within a few meters’ range for 
more than 95% of time, which is more than sufficient 
for a VFR flight. Signals being transmitted from an 
altitude of around 20000 km are very low intensity by 
the time they reach the Earth’s surface (around -130 
dBm) and are therefore vulnerable to different types of 
interference. Other factors and errors affecting systems 
performance also persist. Some of them are [34]: 
 Ephemeris’ error: a satellite transmits 
its ephemeris data every 30 seconds, 
however, this data is not always exact 
 Satellites’ clock error: satellite's clock 
error is compensated for, however the 
compensation is not always exact 
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 Multipath reception caused by 
reflections of the signal decreases the 
accuracy 
 Ionospheric propagation error may not 
be fully compensated 
Intentional man-made interference is usually 
divided into two categories: Jamming and Spoofing. 
"Jamming" is the simplest form of man-made 
interference. The interferer transmits a signal on the 
same frequency as GNSS signals are broadcasted. 
This signal, being of many magnitudes stronger, makes 
the GNSS signal unreadable for the receiver. This 
results in system’s unavailability. Jammers are used 
during military conflicts and, much more commonly, by 
lorry drivers and car thieves to restrict vehicles to send 
out their position. Bear in mind, that even a small 
jammer can jam a surprisingly large area.  
"Spoofing" is a transmission of specially 
generated signals, which are formulated in the same 
way as signals from the satellites. The receiver 
processes them just like it would process a normal 
signal. Spoofing signals are processed to contain 
specific navigational information, which is different from 
the one, receiver would receive at its current position. 
Therefore it is possible to make the receiver calculate 
any position attacker wants it to calculate. Spoofing is 
much more dangerous than jamming, for it cannot be 
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determined, whether the device is being manipulated, 
or not.  
1.3 GNSS AUGMENTATION 
SYSTEMS 
ICAO, in Annex 10 to the Chicago Convention, 
defines three types of augmentation systems: 
 Aircraft Based Augmentation Systems 
(ABAS) 
 Ground Based Augmentation System 
(GBAS) 
 Satellite Based Augmentation 
Systems (SBAS)  
These systems have their practical application 
in IFR flying, especially in flight phases, where high 
RNP is required. 
ABAS 
ABAS is a system, which monitors the 
information, displayed on board the aircraft. IFR pilots 
rely on Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring 
(RAIM). RAIM is basically ABAS that constantly 
monitors the received signals and compares them 
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between themselves. If four signals are required for a 
position fix, than at least five signals are needed to 
provide RAIM (i.e. at least one redundant equation to 
calculate four unknowns). ). If the pilot has a signal 
from five satellites, he/she can determine the existence 
of an error in the system, when the results of the 
equations do not match. But with five signals he/she 
can only detect that at least one satellite is faulty … 
unfortunately the pilot remains unable to identify, which 
one. If instead the pilot has six signals (i.e. six 
equations), he/she can isolate the equation which does 
not match with the others and so determine which 
satellite is sending the faulty data and disable the 
reception from that satellite, while continuing navigation 
and monitoring with the remaining five.   
In addition, the pilot may have a RAIM 
prediction, based on a valid almanac of all the 
satellites. Every IFR certified GNSS receiver is 
equipped with a RAIM prediction function and allows 
for a RAIM availability check along a planned route. 
While planning an IFR flight with GNSS navigation, the 
RAIM prediction check must be performed before the 
flight. If there are too few satellites in the sky for RAIM 
to be available, the receiver displays a warning 
message. [34] 
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GBAS 
A GBAS system uses ground based monitoring 
stations on airports for processing signals from GNSS 
systems’ satellites and then corrects it, increasing 
accuracy to the level required for precision approach. 
The idea beyond this is that while the ground station 
knows its precise position, it is therefore able to 
determine the GNSS’ position error. It then sends a 
corrected navigation message to the receivers nearby, 
itself acting like a pseudo-satellite. While achieving 
very high levels of accuracy, the disadvantage of this 
system is the necessity of building a very costly ground 
station at every served airport. [34], [35] 
SBAS 
SBAS works on a similar principle to GBAS, but 
instead of using an individual station on every airport, it 
utilizes a network of several ground stations spread 
over a large area. The corrected data from the ground 
stations are then not transmitted to the aircraft, but are 
passed onto a geostationary satellite (or satellites), 
which then transmits the data to the aircraft’s receivers.  
The achieved level of accuracy, integrity and 
reliability is smaller than with GBAS, but better than 
any of the basic GNSS described above. Furthermore, 
the system does not require any additional equipment 
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at an airport and can be used over a large area. The 
level of accuracy provided is sufficient for performing a 
3D approach with decision heights as low as 200 ft. It 
is to be noted, however, that not all IFR certified GNSS 
receivers support GBAS. 
There are several GBAS systems currently in 
operation around the world. In Europe the EGNOS 
system has been operating since 2009. Other systems 
are: WAAS (USA), GAGAN (India) and MSAS (Japan), 
[18].  
The European Satellite Services Provider 
(ESSP), a commercial company established in France 
and managing EGNOS, is the first pan-European Air 
Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) certified by the 
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). This means 
that civil aviators may have on EGNOS a much greater 
confidence than on GPS alone. Furthermore, in case of 
damages to third parties, part of the liability could be 
channelled through the ESSP or even EASA.   
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Fig. 5: SBAS systems and their coverage [14] 
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2 RECEIVERS AND THEIR 
FUNCTIONS  
There is a wide variety of GNSS receivers on 
today's market. Design philosophies and functionality 
vary according to manufacturer and model. The 
controls are usually buttons or touch screen, possibly a 
combination of both. Many Pilots also use PEDs 
(personal electronic devices) - mobile phones or 
tablets, which support of GNSS technology and 
applications, which can be used for air navigation. 
These devices usually have the advantage of being 
able to connect to the internet and, in addition to GNSS 
functionality, to download current information on 
airspace use, NOTAMs, weather, etc. It is, however, 
important, to ensure that these information are valid 
and are from trustworthy sources. Additional 
information may also be loaded on the PED 
(e.g.manuals, procedures), which hence becomes an 
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) 
Every GNSS receiver contains one or more 
databases. These databases contain information on 
airspaces, airports, frequencies, terrain, etc. and they 
must be checked prior to flight for validity.  For IFR 
flight, GNSS devices must be certified and approved 
for use in a certain aircraft, while this is not necessary 
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under VFR, where GNSS is only a complementary 
support. 
There are not yet consolidated procedures on 
how to use GNSS for a VFR flight. For the time being, 
every pilot uses GNSS differently, according to his/her 
personal preferences and the type of flight he/she is 
conducting.[26] 
2.1 OPERATING  
Every type of GNSS receiver has slightly 
different operating procedures. The organization of 
various pages may be similar with models made by the 
same manufacturer, yet the controls can be completely 
different. Some models use buttons only, some add 
knobs or joysticks to the buttons, while newer models 
tend to be touch-screen operated. Some models even 
use a combination of all of the previous. It is therefore 
essential, that pilots are capable of effectively 
controlling the device before they use it in flight for the 
first time. Some models, made by the same 
manufacturer can look very similar and have similar 
control and display surfaces, yet can be very different 
in their functionality. It is good to know, that most of the 
GNSS receivers have a special button assigned for 
return to the main page or menu. This button is useful 
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in case the pilot gets lost in different pages and he/she 
needs to quickly get back to the page he/she knows.  
During VFR flight, one can use the device in a 
number of different ways and modes. Each of these 
has its advantages and disadvantages and can be 
suitable for different situations. Some of these are: 
 No navigation mode, 
 Direct to mode, 
 Flight plan mode, 
 OBS mode. 
NO NAVIGATION MODE 
Sometimes called the moving map mode, the 
no navigation mode is the most basic way of utilizing a 
GNSS device. There are no waypoints selected for the 
GNSS device to follow and all that the pilot can see is 
his/her position on the map display.  
This mode is suitable for flying in an 
environment, which the pilot is familiar with, e.g. flying 
around  his/her home airport. In case he/she is 
uncertain of his/her position, he/she can get the 
reference by looking at the display. It is, however, 
important to be familiar with the device’s map layer.  
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DIRECT TO MODE 
In this simple mode the GNSS device provides 
the pilot with a bearing from his/her present position to 
the waypoint he/she wishes to fly to (airport, 
intersection, visual reference point, …). Its advantage 
is a fast and simple activation of navigation, usually 
denoted on a button with a crossed letter D. In distress 
situations, Direct to in combination with the nearest 
airport list (found on every device) can be the quickest 
and most effective option for finding course to a 
nearest airport. Its main disadvantage is that the direct 
routing does not take into account airspaces, terrain 
and weather that can be found along the route. 
Therefore, the pilot must consider these factors before 
flying such a route, especially during poor visibility or at 
night. 
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Fig. 6: Direct to mode [24] 
FLIGHT PLAN MODE 
Sometimes also called auto-sequencing mode. 
This mode works on the principal of following legs 
between preselected waypoints. This is particularly 
useful on longer flights, when the pilot needs to follow a 
certain route. One can select the track to intercept 
desired points for entering a controlled airspace, avoid 
terrain or restricted airspaces etc. After the flight plan is 
activated, the GNSS receiver follows the preselected 
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route, and automatically activates a new leg upon 
reaching a waypoint (hence auto sequencing). Active 
leg is always highlighted in magenta. Bear in mind, that 
the flight plan must be activated in order for the device 
to follow it. (Figure below shows inactivated flight plan, 
after selecting the “Activate” key, the first leg would 
light up in magenta.) The main disadvantage is, that 
creating and saving a flight plan can be time 
demanding and, on some devices, challenging for new 
users. Therefore he/she should never perform this in 
flight.  
 
Fig. 7: Flight plan mode [24] 
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OBS MODE 
Allows the GNSS receiver to be used in similar 
way to analogue CDI for intercepting the desired radial 
to/from a VOR. GNSS allows to use any waypoint as a 
“pseudo VOR”. In this way, the pilot can select an 
imaginary radial to a VFR airfield, for example. Many 
built-in receivers allow for a connection to the actual 
CDI (HSI, EHSI) and to display the cross track error 
directly on the indicator (its source selector must be 
switched to GPS). This mode is useful for intercepting 
runway course on small airfields, which can be difficult 
to see in certain conditions (e.g. flying against the 
setting sun).  
 
Fig. 8: OBS mode [22]  
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2.2 DATA FIELDS  
All GNSS units on the market allow for the data 
fields setup. Data fields are parts of the screen where 
different information are displayed e.g. ground speed. 
Depending on a receiver, the number of actual 
displayed data fields varies, but is generally between 4 
and 6. Into these fields, the pilot can select different 
varieties of data. Today’s receivers can offer over 30 
different data field options. It is therefore important to 
select ones he/she needs in order to make the device 
effective for navigation. A list with explanatory notes on 
some typical data filed options can be found below. 
Please note, that abbreviations used may vary 
according to unit’s manufacturer and model.  
 Bearing (BRG) – Magnetic direction 
(azimuth) to a waypoint 
 Course to Steer (CTS) – The heading 
aeroplane needs to maintain in order 
to reach an active waypoint 
 Cross Track Error (XTK/XTE) – 
Lateral distance to the desired course 
with port/starboard indication to the 
course 
 Desired Track (DTK) – Course of the 
active leg 
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 Distance (Destination) (DIST DEST) – 
distance to the destination (last 
waypoint in flight plan), sum of all 
remaining leg distances 
 Distance (Next) (DIST NEXT) – 
Distance to the next waypoint 
 Ground Speed (GS) – Actual speed 
relative to the ground 
 Track (Ground) (TRK) – Aeroplanes 
current direction of travel relative to a 
ground object 
 GPS Altitude (GSL) – Altitude as 
measured by the GPS  
 Next Waypoint (NEXT WPT) – 
Displays the next waypoint’s identifier 
 Sunrise – Time of sunrise (UTC or 
local) 
 Sunset - Time of sunset (UTC or 
local) 
 Time En Route (Destination) (ETE 
DEST) – time left to reaching 
destination (last waypoint in flight 
plan), sum of all remaining leg times 
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 Time En Route (Next) (ETE NEXT) – 
Time remaining to reach the next 
waypoint 
 Time of Arrival (Destination) (ETA 
DEST) – Calculated time of arrival to 
destination (last waypoint in flight 
plan) 
 Time of Arrival (NEXT) (ETA NEXT) – 
Calculated time of arrival to next 
waypoint 
 Time (Local) 
 Time (UTC) 
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3 USING GNSS ON VFR 
FLIGHTS  
3.1 INTRODUCTION INTO USING 
GNSS ON VFR FLIGHTS   
During the past two decades, the ways of 
navigation in all of aviation were changed dramatically. 
GNSS brings a whole new spectrum of different 
possibilities into cockpits, which apart from the 
navigation itself include a number of various functions, 
which are available on today's GNSS devices. Many 
Pilots using these devices pose themselves a question: 
"Are so many functions and possibilities still actually 
helping us? Or are they becoming more of a burden?" 
The answer is not as easy as it might seem.  
Whether in professional operations or in 
recreational general aviation, safety is always the 
greatest concern and it's enhancement is the main 
priority of all aviation-related institutions and 
companies. GNSS gives us many options how to 
improve the level of safety during VFR flights. On the 
other hand, if this technology isn't used in the correct 
way, it can paradoxically lead to various dangerous 
situations or even accidents. The main factor 
determining to what extent GNSS increases or 
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decreases pilot´s safety is the level of his/her 
knowledge and skills. Therefore it is important to be 
aware of GNSS' possibilities and limitations and to be 
familiar with the technology prior to a flight.  
3.2 REGULATION ON GNSS USE 
IN VFR FLIGHTS  
REGULATION FOR TRAINING  
Due to its fast advancement, GNSS is currently 
covered in the regulations on pilot training in a limited 
and insufficient extent. Implementation of updated 
GNSS-related topics and learning objectives into the 
training curricula has been initiated by EC/EASA and 
further enhncements are envisaged in the long term. 
Before this is achieved, it is proposed that flight training 
organizations will hold training seminars on GNSS 
related topics, which will also ensure that current 
license holders will be educated on the subject as well. 
REGULATION FOR USE OF GNSS IN VFR 
FLIGHT  
Currently, VFR flights in the EU are regulated 
by Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 
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923/2012 of 26 September 2012 laying down the 
Standard European Rules of the Air (SERA) and 
operational provisions regarding services and 
procedures in air navigation. SERA does not contain 
any rules on using GNSS during VFR flights, but the 
responsibility of pilots during such operations. This 
means that when the pilot is flying with a GNSS 
receiver, the same rules apply as if one is flying without 
it. Rules still state that the pilot cannot fly in conditions 
with visibility lower than 5 kilometres and he/she has to 
maintain separation from clouds accordingly to the 
airspace class he/she is currently in. If the pilot is using 
a GNSS device, from a legal point of view there is no 
difference between using certified glass cockpit, or a 
mobile phone in a kneeboard, since under VFR all 
responsibility remains on the pilot. It is therefore 
important to use common sense and realize what 
possibilities the device gives the pilot and whether it is 
capable of performing according to his/her 
expectations. As it is clear from the previous, pilots are 
not obliged to have a valid GNSS database. They are 
still obliged, however, to have a valid ICAO 1:500 000 
chart on board at all times, on paper or on the 
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB). Although not legally 
required, it is desirable that pilots have the paper 
version of the chart on board for each flight for case of 
EFB’s malfunction.  
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3.3 USING GNSS DURING 
DIFFERENT PHASES OF 
FLIGHT 
PRE-FLIGHT PREPARATION 
Every flight must be preceded by a thorough 
preparation. Flights with GNSS are no exception. 
Before the pilot even considers performing such a 
flight, he/she must familiarize with the GNSS receiver, 
he/she intends to use. There is a very good reason for 
getting to know his/her receiver very well indeed – the 
knowledge of the receiver is what determines how 
efficiently he/she is going to utilize it in flight. 
 In case a flight plan is being filed for a flight, 
the following must be considered: If an aeroplane is 
equipped with a PBN-approved GNSS receiver, then 
“R” designator code should be used in field no. 10 
(Equipment). As of 2012, if the “R” (PBN) code letter is 
contained in the field no. 10, then it must be closely 
specified in field no. 18 (Other Information) with a 
designator “PBN/...”, where the three dots should be 
replaced with appropriate PBN specification designator 
code. A list of those codes can be found on 
EUROCONTROL’s flight plan guide website [11]. 
There are no legal requirements stating to what 
level the pilot must be able to use the receiver, so 
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he/she must think ahead and realise to what level 
he/she wants or needs to use the receiver during flight 
and prepare accordingly. As always, when one is in 
doubt, it is necessary to use common sense.  
Due to a very wide variety of receivers used 
today, it is very difficult to make a common way of 
familiarisation for all of them. However there are a few 
skills which every pilot should master on every receiver 
he intends to use in flight. These are: 
 Knowing and understanding the 
controls, various paging and menu 
concepts and data input techniques; 
 Knowing how to check the databases 
and their validity; 
 Brightness adjustment; 
 Working with the map (zoom, change 
of orientation, map setting, 
clutter/declutter); 
 Understanding the information 
displayed in data fields and how to 
change them; 
 Using nearest; 
 Using direct-to; 
 Creating, loading and editing of flight 
plan; 
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 Creating a custom waypoint using 
coordinates; 
 Using an OBS mode; 
 If the receiver integrates, or is 
connected with radios, XPDR, WX 
radar, TCAS, etc. then, naturally, 
operating these. 
To avoid a pre-flight hassle, it is best to 
familiarise with the device in advance. The 
manufacturer provides manuals and quick reference 
handbooks (QRHs) which are a great tool for learning 
and are now mostly available online for download. If 
the device is portable, the pilot can take it home and 
learn straight from the device. Most of these devices 
are equipped with a simulation mode, which shows 
pilot information just like in flight. Just remember to 
switch it back to normal navigation mode before taking 
it into cockpit.   
For some panel-mounted devices, which cannot 
be removed from the cockpit, PC or PED based 
simulators are provided by the manufacturer.  
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Fig. 9: PC based GNSS receiver simulator [21] 
 The pre-flight preparation should be made the 
same way as in case of flying without the GNSS 
receiver. Therefore it should include route planning 
using an official published chart (1: 500 000), 
calculating wind drift, filling a navigation log, checking 
weather, NOTAMs and AUPs. The basic philosophy 
behind this is that the pilot should never rely solely on a 
GNSS receiver, since they tend to fail from various 
reasons. (And according to the Murphy’s laws always 
when least convenient.) 
After the pilot has planned his/her flight on the 
map, he/she can enter it into the receiver, or a planning 
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software (like Skydemon etc.) which can calculate the 
headings and distances for him/her to fill in navigation 
log. It is necessary to remember to double check for 
correct units. The reason for using a standard paper 
chart is that databases in GNSS receivers and 
planning SW tent to not include such terrain features 
as forests, lakes, etc. Which are crucial in pilotage or 
“land navigation” (navigation that utilises referring to 
landmarks). Pilotage and dead-reckoning should be 
pilot´s primary ways of establishing his/her position. 
GNSS receiver should be considered supplementary 
and, though very useful in many ways, should not be 
relied on solely.  
After finishing planning, pilot is ready to enter 
the route into the receiver and double check that the 
legs and waypoints, he/she has entered, are those, the 
pilot really wishes to fly. 
COCKPIT PREPARATION 
Careful cockpit preparation is necessary when 
the pilot uses a portable receiver. It must be installed in 
the cockpit correctly. For that special holders are 
provided, which allow the device to by installed on the 
dashboard, window, or on the control yoke. Devices 
usually cannot be mounted on classic type control 
stick. While installing the device in cockpit, bear in 
mind these following suggestions: 
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 The receiver should be mounted on 
such place, where is it well visible and 
within reach, 
 The receiver must not restrict the view 
outside the cockpit and on the 
instruments, 
 Device mounted on a control yoke 
must not restrict the yoke’s movement 
in any way (complete flight controls 
check should be done), 
 Signal reception of the receiver 
should be checked before flight. If 
poor, an external antenna might be 
used 
 The device (and the power supply 
connector) should not be affecting the 
magnetic compass and other 
magnetically sensitive instruments 
 The device should be equipped with 
batteries that are going to last the 
desired time, or should be connected 
to a power supply 
After the installation the pilot must set data 
fields, map orientation and details level he/she wishes 
to use. Also check if autozoom function is enabled, 
since it can be confusing at times. Some devices allow 
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for settings to be saved, which is handy when the 
device is used by more people.  
The goal of the preparation is to have the 
device set in such a way, that it will require minimal 
inputs from the pilot once aloft. 
TAXI 
Some GNSS receivers are equipped with 
detailed maps of airports and can be used as a way of 
easily navigating on larger airports during taxi. 
However, the pilot must minimise head down time and 
look outside as much as possible to avoid collisions 
with objects and traffic.  
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Fig. 10: Taxi mode on a GNSS receiver [24] 
ENROUTE FLIGHT  
After take-off, the pilot intercepts the desired 
track and then continues the same way as during a 
normal flight, but he compares the position he obtained 
by pilotage and dead-reckoning with the position data 
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provided by the GNSS device. The pilot should 
maintain full situational awareness for case of receiver 
failure and should file in his navigation log. 
A very useful tool is the so called prediction line 
– a line which shows to pilot the position in the next 
couple of minutes, based on his/her heading and 
speed. It can show the pilot, at what time is he/she 
going to reach a certain waypoint, airspace or when 
should he/she begin his/her descent. Another useful 
tool is the correction of wind drift, which can vary from 
the calculated. 
If equipped with a valid database, the GNSS 
receiver can also serve as a database of frequencies 
and airport information. However, a paper version of 
database must be on board for case of a receiver 
failure.  
The most important thing during VFR enroute is 
to maintain as much head up time as possible and to 
maintain good situational awareness.  
DEPARTING AND ARRIVING TO 
CONTROLLED AND NON-CONTROLLED 
AIRPORTS 
GNSS provides a number of advantages during 
departures and arrivals to controlled airports, the main 
one being the ease of identifying airspace borders 
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including the entry waypoints. It is necessary to 
validate that these points exist in the receivers’ 
database before flight. Also the source of data should 
be from a data provider certified on the basis of EASA 
Part-DAT. However a careful pre-flight briefing is still 
essential. 
Upon arrivals to small unpaved airfields the 
OBS mode can be of a great help if the pilot uses it to 
extend the runway heading. This eases the finding of 
the runway in poor visibility condition (e.g. flying 
against the setting sun).  
USING THE ADDITIONAL FEATURES 
GNSS devices of today provide much more 
than just the basic navigational functionality. The range 
of provided functions is huge, with PEDs being a 
chapter of their own. This creates a risk of cockpit 
distractions. Keep in mind that head down time should 
be kept to a minimum.  
A useful tool is ‘switch tanks’ notification. First 
the pilot has to check that the function is turned on and 
that the time interval for the notification is correctly set. 
It is generally not recommended to rely on the function 
as the next time one flies without GNSS receiver 
he/she will forget to switch the tanks. Accidents caused 
by wrong fuel management are still very common.  
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Some devices have a specific checklist 
function, which eases going through a long checklist by 
ticking out items one has already checked. The paper 
version of checklist must still be on board for case of 
receiver failure.  
The function of flight track recording can be 
useful for flight schools and for post-flight briefings in 
general. Sometimes it can also be used during 
accident investigations.  
Functions provoking the illusion of flight 
instruments and the so called synthetic vision can be 
confusing and distracting and their use during VFR 
flights should be discouraged.  
The range of functions, today’s devices offer, is 
very wide. Yet one thing could be said about all of them 
– don’t let them distract the pilot while flying! 
3.4 IMPORTANT MATTERS TO 
CONSIDER WHILE FLYING 
WITH A GNSS RECEIVER 
The following paragraphs come as a result of 
an extensive flight testing program which was 
conducted as a part of the CaBilAvi project. The flight 
testing program was focused exclusively on flying VFR 
with GNSS receivers and included numerous 
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navigation flights with pilots of different qualifications 
and levels of experience. 
NECESSITY OF FAMILIARIZATION 
WITH THE RECEIVER 
During research it was found that many 
distractions caused by GNSS equipment were a result 
of poor ground preparation and limited receiver 
knowledge. It is presumed, that the insufficient 
knowledge of the receiver is the biggest issue facing 
the pilots who use the receivers for VFR flying. To 
understand this, the pilot needs to take several factors 
into account. 
First of all, most pilots underestimate the need 
for a thorough familiarisation with the receiver because 
they feel familiar with it already. This is due to fact that 
these devices have been around for a long time and a 
majority of tested pilots have some previous 
experience with GNSS equipment. Therefore they 
presume, that since they have used GNSS receiver 
before, they will be able to use a different type of the 
receiver without any problems. This applies even to 
pilots, who didn’t have any experience at all (the 
younger ones especially). These pilots assume that 
they have the required level of knowledge based on 
their experience with Personal Electronic Devices 
(smartphones, tablets) or GNSS receivers used for 
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other purposes (e.g. car navigation). However, this 
assumption is wrong. Every type of receiver is different 
both in terms of controlling and functionality.  
This seemingly unimportant detail can have a 
huge impact on safety. Pilots who did not master the 
controls of a receiver on the ground will be confused 
while trying to operate the device in flight. This can 
lead to big distractions and as a result, pilot spends far 
too much time “head down”, trying to figure out what to 
do with the device. 
The phase of familiarising with the receiver 
should therefore not be underestimated at any level. 
The pilot must get to know all the controls and at least 
the basic functions of the device before he can take it 
on board with him. Pilot must remember that even 
receivers made by the same manufacturer may have 
very different designs and operating philosophies. 
Receiver manufacturers provide extensive manuals, as 
well as shortened Quick Reference Handbooks 
(QRHs), which are perhaps more suitable for a quick 
familiarisation. Almost all of the portable receivers are 
equipped with a simulator mode, which shows the pilot 
information and data as they would be displayed during 
a flight. For panel mounted receivers, PC or PED 
based simulators are provided for the same purpose.  
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DISTRACTION HAZARD 
Particularly for younger pilots, GNSS devices 
present a serious distraction hazard. The bright and 
colourful screens of the devices attract the pilots’ 
attention subconsciously. The result is greater “head 
down” time and worse division of attention. The 
greatest danger of spending too much “head down” 
time while VFR is the risk of mid air collision with other 
VFR traffic. Pilots are also liable to forget to fill their 
nav log and to compare the outside terrain to chart, 
posing a high chance of being unable to determine the 
actual position in case of receiver failure. Also, very 
few pilots use onboard radio navigation equipment as a 
standby source of position reference, although this is 
not required by Methodics of VFR flying.  
Distractions were made worse by the poor 
knowledge of the receivers as described in the 
previous paragraph. In some cases, being unable to 
use some of the receivers functions can lead to very 
dangerous situations, when the pilot became fixed on 
the receiver, trying to figure out, how to perform a 
certain function. These situations can range from 
overseeing approaching traffic, dangerous attitudes to 
loss of control. Another factor that makes distractions 
worse was the incorrect setting of the displayed 
information and warnings. Again, it is important to set 
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up and configure the device prior to flight on the 
ground.  
OVER-RELYING ON THE GNSS 
RECEIVER 
Perhaps the most common mistake pilots of all 
ages and levels of experience make is that they rely 
solely on their GNSS receivers for navigation. As it was 
previously stated, non-certified portable GNSS 
receivers used in GA tend to be unreliable. They tend 
to fail from numerous reasons such as: 
 bad signal reception, 
 power supply failure, 
 low battery, 
 SW lag, 
 overheat, 
 signal jamming, 
 other factors. 
Combined with bad nav log filling, not using a 
backup radio navigation aids and distracted attention 
makes it very likely for pilots to be unable to determine 
the position it the receiver fails. This underlines the 
statement mentioned earlier, that GNSS should be 
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used only as a supplementary tool to the classical 
ways of VFR navigation. 
 Also, pilots should always refer to the 
aeronautical chart when intercepting a new heading, 
since GNSS receivers can mistake one point for 
another one, or their databases might be faulty.  
Another similar aspect is applicable for more 
advanced receivers with a high level of functionality 
and PEDs. These devices are popularly used as 
electronic flight bags, where pilots store all the 
information (frequencies, AD information, etc.). Some 
pilots do rely on those solely, not realising that 
especially some of the PEDs tend to suffer from 
overheat during hot summer days. In such a case the 
pilot has lost all the information, including the 
communication frequencies, which can be very 
undesirable.  
It is a known fact that pilots who are using 
GNSS receiver while flying VFR tend to underestimate 
weather conditions and are more likely to enter IMC. 
The reason for this is that pilots, who now see their 
position on the displays map constantly, enter marginal 
conditions, which they would not if they didn’t have the 
GNSS. From experience and accident records it is 
known, that GNSS sometimes contributes to Controlled 
Flight Into Terrain (CFIT) and Loss of Control (LoC) 
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accidents. Both of these remain the leading GA 
accident types worldwide.  
3.5 SAFETY CHECKLIST FOR 
FLYING WITH A GNSS 
RECEIVER  
 Always perform your pre-flight 
preparations as if flying without the 
receiver  
 Familiarize yourself with the controls, 
options and map layout of the GNSS 
device  
 During the pre-flight preparation, set 
the device to your personal 
preferences  
 Check devices database validity  
 Plan your route and altitude with 
regard to the terrain (forests, 
mountain ranges, large areas of 
water, etc.), bearing in mind that 
these features may not be in the 
devices database 
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 Choose your waypoints so that they 
correspond with a major landmark and 
are easily recognizable  
 Always double-check the route in the 
device is the route you intend to fly  
 Pilotage and dead reckoning should 
be the primary sources of your 
position information  
 In case of worsening meteorological 
conditions proceed as if you do not 
have the receiver 
 Maintain as much head up time as 
possible  
 Always use your common sense
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1 AIR LAW AND ATC 
PROCEDURES 
ANNEX 2: RULES OF THE AIR 
Essential definitions, applicability of the rules for 
GNSS usage  
Annex 2 “Rules of the air” to the Convention on 
International Civil Aviation, like SERA mentioned in 
Part A, does not contain any standards or rules 
regarding the use of GNSS systems in VFR flights. 
Therefore the same rules apply to VFR traffic using 
GNSS equipment as to fly without it.  
In particular, VMC conditions must be 
maintained during the entire VFR flight. They are 
defined as follows by Annex 2.  
Tab. 2: VMC definitons [29] 
ALTITUDE BAND 
AIRSPACE 
CLASS 
FLIGHT 
VISIBILITY 
DISTANCE 
FROM CLOUD 
At and above 3050 m 
(10 000 ft) AMSL 
A*** B C D 
E F G 
8 km 
1 500 m 
horizontally 
300 m (1 000 ft) 
vertically 
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ALTITUDE BAND 
AIRSPACE 
CLASS 
FLIGHT 
VISIBILITY 
DISTANCE 
FROM CLOUD 
Below 3050 m (10 
000 ft) AMSL and 
above 900 m  (3000 
ft) AMSL, or above 
300 m (1000 ft) 
above terrain, 
whichever is the 
higher 
A***B C D E 
F G 
5 km 
1500 m 
horizontally 
300 m (1 000 ft) 
vertically 
At and below 900 m 
(3000 ft) AMSL, or 
300 m (1000 ft) 
above terrain, 
whichever is the 
higher 
A***B C D E 5 km 
1500 m 
horizontally 
300 m (1000 ft) 
vertically 
F G 5 km** 
Clear of cloud 
and with the 
surface in sight 
*When the height of the transition altitude is lower than 3 050 
m (10 000 ft) AMSL, FL 100 should be used in lieu of 10 000 
ft. 
** When so prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority: 
a) flight visibilities reduced to not less than 1 500 m may 
be permitted for flights operating: 
1) at speeds that, in the prevailing visibility, will give 
adequate opportunity to observe other traffic or any 
obstacles in time to avoid collision; or 
2) in circumstances in which the probability of 
encounters with other traffic would normally be low, 
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e.g. in areas of low volume traffic and for aerial 
work at low levels.  
b) helicopters may be permitted to operate in less than 
1 500 m flight visibility, if manoeuvred at a speed that will 
give adequate opportunity to observe other traffic or any 
obstacles in time to avoid collision. 
***The VMC minima in Class A airspace are included for 
guidance to pilots and do not imply acceptance of VFR 
flights in Class A airspace 
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4 COMMUNICATIONS 
VFR COMMUNICATIONS 
DEFINITIONS 
Meanings and significance of terms associated 
with GNSS usage 
ICAO Doc 4444 Procedures for Air Navigation 
Services [30] provides following official phrases to be 
used during radio communications that are concerning 
the GNSS topic. Other communication on the subject 
should be done accordingly to the general rules of 
radio communications.  
Tab. 3: GNSS Service Status [30] 
GNSS SERVICE STATUS 
a) GNSS REPORTED UNRELIABLE / GNSS MAY NOT BE 
USED *DUE TO INTERFERENCE*: 
IN THE VICINITY OF (location)(radius) *BETWEEN (levels)*; or  
IN THE AREA OF (description) / IN (name) FIR *BETWEEN 
(levels)* 
b) BASIC GNSS / SBAS / GBAS NOT AVAILABLE FOR (specify 
operation) *FROM (time) TO (time) / UNTIL FURTHER 
NOTICE* 
c) BASIC GNSS NOT AVAILABLE *DUE TO (reason, e.g. LOSS 
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GNSS SERVICE STATUS 
OF RAIM / RAIM ALERT)* 
d) GBAS / SBAS NOT AVAILABLE 
e) CONFIRM GNSS NAVIGATION 
f) AFFIRM GNSS NAVIGATION 
DISTRESS AND URGENCY PROCEDURES 
Abbreviations and relevant information for GNSS 
usage under distress conditions 
There are no specific rules or procedures 
concerning distress communications while using GNSS 
equipment under VFR apart from the phrases defined 
in ICAO Doc 4444 [30] as mentioned above.  
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7 FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
AND PLANNING 
7.3 FLIGHT PLANNING AND FLIGHT 
MONITORING 
FLIGHT PLANNING FOR VFR FLIGHTS.  
VFR NAVIGATION PLAN  
In case a flight plan is being filed for a flight, the 
following must be considered: If an aeroplane is 
equipped with a PBN-approved GNSS receiver, than 
“R” designator code should be used in field no. 10 
(Equipment). As of 2012, if the “R” (PBN) code letter is 
contained in the field no. 10, than it must be closely 
specified in field no. 18 (Other Information) with a 
designator “PBN/...”, where the three dots should be 
replaced with appropriate PBN specification designator 
code.  
A list of those codes can be found on 
EUROCONTROL’s flight plan guide website [11].  
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Routes, airfields, heights and altitudes from VFR 
charts 
The pilot must know how to work with the chart 
in the GNSS device to be able to obtain those 
information from the device’s database (given device’s 
database contains these information). There is a very 
wide variety of map layers and databases for GNSS 
devices and each one is specific. The pilot should 
familiarise him/herself with the database of a device he 
intends to use for the flight accordingly to the manual 
provided by manufacturer. Also, the pilot should check 
the validity of those databases prior to each flight, to 
ensure that the information contained in the database 
is up to date.  
Aeronautical points typically contained in a VFR 
database 
A typical VFR database contains airports, 
VORs, NDBs, intersections, airspaces (CTR, TMA, 
ATZ, P, D, R, TSA, TRA, etc.) and according 
frequencies. Additionally, these databases can contain 
VRPs (Visual Reference Points) that are important for 
VFR navigation in controlled airspaces, parachute jump 
areas and some even contain IFR routes and approach 
procedures or other information. Terrain, obstacle, 
base map, and taxi databases are usually provided 
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separately. It is necessary to validate what databases 
are on the device pilot intends to use.  
 
Fig. 11: Visual reference point as shown on a GNSS device [24] 
Waypoint coordinates and alternative ways of 
insertion in the flight plan 
If the GNSS device’s database does not contain 
important waypoints e.g. VRPs (Visual Reference 
Points), which are crucial during VFR navigation in 
controlled airspaces (TMA, CTR), the pilot can add 
those waypoints into the device manually, as their 
position can be found in AIP. There is usually a number 
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of ways how to do this. (They vary between device 
models.) Selecting a point with a cursor on a moving 
map display or selecting “new user waypoint” (or 
similar) option on the waypoints page. The latter option 
is better for inserting a specified point, as it allows one 
to enter exact coordinates or distance and radial from 
other specified point (e.g. VOR), where necessary. A 
waypoint created in this way can then be inserted into 
a flight plan. 
The following table (Tab. 4) and figure (Fig. 12) 
shows an example of inserting VRP (in this case 
ECHO) into the devices user waypoint database. 
Tab. 4: Visual reference points for LKMT airport [2] 
VFR ENTRY/EXIT SIGNIFICANT POINTS TO / FROM CTR AND 
HOLDING POINTS 
DESIGNATION LOCATION COORDINATES  
NOVEMBER Hrabyňe 
49 52 59 N 
018 03 17 E 
entry 
WHISKY Vrchy (church) 
49 44 57 N 
017 52 19 E 
entry 
TANGO Bělotín 
49 35 06 N 
017 47 59 E 
entry 
SIERRA Hodslavice 
49 32 20 N 
018 01 25 E 
entry 
ECHO 
Frýdek Místek 
(reservoir dam) 
49 39 48 N 
018 19 13 E 
entry 
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VFR ENTRY/EXIT SIGNIFICANT POINTS TO / FROM CTR AND 
HOLDING POINTS 
DESIGNATION LOCATION COORDINATES  
FOXTROT Šenov (church) 
49 47 10 N 
018 22 29 E 
entry 
ALFA Příbor 
49 39 00 N 
018 08 28 E 
holding 
BRAVO 
Studénka    
(railway crossing) 
49 42 17 N 
018 03 04 E 
holding 
 
 
Fig. 12: Adding user waypoint into GNSS device [26] 
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Determine the coordinates from a chart 
Coordinates can be easily determined using 
device’s moving map. To get the coordinates, simply 
move the map cursor to the desired position or, in case 
of touch screen devices, put your finger on the map. 
The coordinates will be displayed on the screen, or will 
be displayed after clicking on the appropriate option in 
some devices. Usually, once a cursor is placed on a 
certain spot on the map, the device will offer to create a 
user waypoint.  
For more information see videos Coordinates_430 and 
Coordinates_gtn available in e-learning application on 
the CabilAvi project website (http://cabilavi.gnss-
centre.cz/web/elearning).  
Determine the coordinates using bearing and 
distance from a significant point 
Coordinates based on a certain distance and 
bearing (radial) from a point can be found by using a 
“create user waypoint” function. As a reference for the 
waypoint, the pilot will use an existing point in the 
database (airport, VOR, another user waypoint, ...) and 
one inputs the bearing and distance into the device. If 
he/she wish to find the coordinates only and not to 
save the waypoint, then it is not necessary to enter a 
waypoint name. The device will give him/her the new 
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waypoint, with its coordinates shown. It is now possible 
to save the waypoint. In a similar manner, a new 
waypoint can be created using two bearings (radials).  
To show how to create such a waypoint based on a 
distance and bearing see videos Coordinates_rad_530 
and Coordinates_rad_gtn available in e-learning 
application on the CabilAvi project website 
(http://cabilavi.gnss-centre.cz/web/elearning). 
ELVOT R-040 VLM 
75,19 DME VLM 
FLIGHT MONITORING AND IN-FLIGHT 
RE-PLANNING - FLIGHT MONITORING 
Fuel predictions based on a GNSS (Setting, 
Limitations) 
Most of the modern VFR GNSS receivers 
contain an application for fuel calculation. When using 
such a feature, always bear in mind, that it serves for 
information purposes only! The device may not 
connected with the aeroplane system (this does not 
apply to full glass cockpit systems like G1000 or 
similar) and its calculations are based on the inputs 
inserted into the device manually by the pilot.  
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For calculating the trip fuel, current fuel on 
board and average fuel consumption usually has to be 
entered. The device then calculates required fuel for 
the legs of flight plan and other values.  
 
Fig. 13: Fuel planning utility [24] 
In-flight re-planning in case of deviation from 
planned data 
GNSS eases re-planning in flight by providing 
the pilot with new course quickly. Direct to function is 
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the fastest and the most effective way of changing the 
flight plan. It can be used either on its own, to provide 
navigation to a new waypoint/destination or to make a 
“shortcut” in the existing flight plan. It is important to 
check the functionality of Direct to function in a certain 
device’s manual, as using Direct to command may 
delete active flight plan in some cases.  
More information on Direct to can be found on video 
Dir to shortcut available in e-learning application on the 
CabilAvi project website (http://cabilavi.gnss-
centre.cz/web/elearning). 
Use of GNSS equipment to design and follow a 
new route (choice of waypoints, limitations) 
The pre-flight preparation should be made the 
same way as in the case of flying without the GNSS 
receiver. Therefore it should include route planning 
using an official published chart (1:500000), calculating 
wind drift, filling a navigation log, checking weather, 
NOTAMs and AUPs. The basic philosophy behind this 
is that the pilot should never rely solely on a GNSS 
receiver, since it can fail for various reasons. (And 
according to the Murphy’s laws always when least 
convenient.) 
After the pilot has planned his/her flight on the 
map, he/she can enter it into the receiver, or a planning 
software (like Skydemon etc.) which can calculate the 
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headings and distances for him/her to fill in the 
navigation log. Just needs to remember to double 
check for correct units. The reason for using a standard 
paper chart is that databases in GNSS receivers and 
planning SW tend to not include such terrain features 
as forests, lakes, etc, which are crucial in pilotage or 
“land navigation” (navigation that utilises referring to 
landmarks). Pilotage and dead-reckoning should be 
the pilot´s primary ways of establishing his/her position. 
Choose the waypoints so that they correspond with a 
major landmark and are easily recognizable. The 
GNSS receiver should be considered supplementary 
and, though very useful in many ways, should not be 
relied on solely.  
After finishing the planning, the pilot is ready to 
enter the route into the receiver and double check that 
the legs and waypoints, he/she has entered, are those, 
he/she really wishes to fly.  
Use of GNSS to find an alternate aerodrome 
In casethe pilot needs to land his/her aeroplane 
on the nearest airport, GNSS can come in handy with 
its “Nearest” function. When combined with the Direct 
to function, it can be the quickest and most effective 
option for finding the course to a nearest airport. Its 
main disadvantage is that the direct routing does not 
take into account airspaces, terrain and weather that 
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can be found along the route. Therefore, the pilot must 
consider these factors before flying such a route, 
especially during poor visibility or at night. Some 
devices even allow for setting of the “Nearest” function 
so that it only shows airports, which are suitable for 
pilot (RWY length, RWY surface, RWY lightening, etc.).  
For more information see video Nearest available in e-
learning application on the CabilAvi project website 
(http://cabilavi.gnss-centre.cz/web/elearning).
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8 AIRCRAFT GENERAL 
KNOWLEDGE 
8.2 INSTRUMENTATION 
GNSS 
Design, operation, operational limitations, 
indications and alarms  
There is a wide variety of GNSS receivers on 
today's market. Design philosophies and functionality 
vary according to manufacturer and model. The 
controls are usually buttons or touch screen, possibly a 
combination of both. Many Pilots also use PEDs 
(personal electronic devices) - mobile phones or 
tablets, which support of GNSS technology and 
applications, which can be used for air navigation. 
These applications usually have the advantage of 
being able to connect to the internet and download 
current information on airspace use, NOTAMs, 
weather, etc. It is, however, important, to validate that 
this information is valid and is from trustworthy 
sources. Pilot must realise, whether the device he/she 
intends to use is capable of providing him/her with a 
level functionality he/she requires and expects. 
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Every GNSS receiver contains one or more 
databases. These databases contain information on 
airspaces, airports, frequencies, terrain, etc. and they 
must be checked prior to flight for validity.  For IFR 
flight, GNSS devices must be certified and approved 
for use in a certain aircraft. 
Due to a very wide variety of receivers used 
today, it is very difficult to make a common way of 
familiarisation for all of them. However there are a few 
skills which every pilot should master on every receiver 
he intends to use in flight. These are: 
 Knowing and understanding the 
controls, various paging and menu 
concepts and data input techniques; 
 Knowing how to check the databases 
and their validity; 
 Brightness adjustment; 
 Working with the map (zoom, change of 
orientation, map setting, 
clutter/declutter); 
 Understanding the information 
displayed in data fields and how to 
change them; 
 Using nearest; 
 Using direct-to; 
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 Creating, loading and editing of flight 
plan; 
 Creating a custom waypoint using 
coordinates; 
 Using an OBS mode; 
 If the receiver integrates, or is 
connected with radios, XPDR, WX 
radar, TCAS, etc. then, naturally, 
operating these. 
Amongst the most displayed information on 
GNSS devices are ground speed, heading and altitude. 
Every pilot has to be aware of the fact, that these 
indications do not supplement the actual flight 
instruments and should be considered as an aid to 
enhance situational awareness. 
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Fig. 14: Data displayed on GNSS device’s like this one are for 
information purposes only and should not be used as a reference to 
fly a plane [23] 
Warnings displayed on the GNSS device range 
depending on a model, but usually appear as a 
message displayed on the screen. These warnings 
usually appear in conditions the device has evaluated 
as potentially hazardous. A loss of GPS signal is 
perhaps the most important one. In such a situation, on 
most devices a red or yellow message saying “NO 
GPS SIGNAL” or “NO GPS FIX”, or similar, will appear 
independently on what page or menu is the device’s 
screen currently showing. Similar messages are 
displayed on some devices in case of ground proximity 
or TCAS alert.  
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Fig. 15: Warning message showing no GPS signal [24] 
Radios integrated in GNSS equipment 
Many panel-mounted IFR-capable GNSS units 
incorporate a radio tuner (or tuners) and some of them 
even an entire audio panel (possibly a transponder, 
TCAS, weather radar, GPWS, ADF tuner, etc.). Before 
flying with such equipped aeroplane, the pilot must 
carefully study the manual and make sure he knows 
how to control the radios, and other systems properly! 
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Fig. 16: Audio panel on a GNSS device [24] 
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9 NAVIGATION 
9.1 GENERAL NAVIGATION 
USE OF GNSS TO VERIFY POSITION 
GNSS chart and visual observation comparison 
The pilot compares the position obtained by 
pilotage and dead-reckoning with the position data 
provided by the GNSS device. The pilot should 
maintain full situational awareness for case of receiver 
failure and should file in his/her navigation log. The 
most important thing during VFR enroute is to maintain 
as much head up time as possible and to maintain 
good situational awareness. Combined with bad nav 
log filling, not using a backup radio navigation aids and 
distracted attention makes it very likely for pilots to be 
unable to determine the position it the receiver fails. 
This underlines the fact that GNSS should be used 
only as a supplementary tool to the classical ways 
of VFR navigation. This is, by the way, highlighted in 
every single GNSS device manual. Further, when 
planning a fight, the route should be selected 
accordingly to make pilotage easy for case of GNSS 
receiver’s failure. 
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PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION 
Data from the GNSS device are presented at 
the device’s screen. While today’s high resolution 
screens, which are readable in direct sunlight, are 
capable of displaying a large amount of information at 
once, they also tend to distract pilots attention, which 
can result in the loss of situational awareness. GNSS 
units on the market allow for the data fields setup. Data 
fields are parts of the screen where different 
information is displayed e.g. ground speed. Depending 
on a receiver, the number of actual displayed data 
fields varies, but is generally between 4 and 6. Into 
these fields, the pilot can select different varieties of 
data. Today’s receivers can offer over 30 different data 
field options. It is therefore important to select the 
receiver he/she needs in order to make the device 
effective for navigation.  
It is important, that the pilot understands the 
displayed data correctly. For understanding of 
displayed values always consult a manual provided by 
the manufacturer.  
VFR and IFR databases, database validity 
Every GNSS receiver contains one or more 
databases. These databases contain information on 
airspaces, airports, frequencies, terrain, etc. and they 
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must be checked prior to flight for validity. Usually, a 
screen is displayed on the start up of the device, 
showing the current installed databases and their 
validity. The database list can be also usually found in 
the setting menu of the device. For IFR flight, GNSS 
devices must be certified and approved for use in a 
certain aircraft. In addition, under responsibility of the 
operator, current databases shall be installed at all 
times, compliant with EASA Part-DAT. The basic 
databases, found on nearly every device are: aviation 
database (given for a specific region, contains 
information about airports, airspaces, navaids, etc.) 
and basemap database (contains the map layer 
displayed on the screen in map mode). The basemap 
should contain at least the basic landmarks (cities, 
rivers, major roads, etc.) which the pilot wants to use it 
for VFR flying. Other databases in some of the devices 
include: terrain, obstacles, taxi charts, approach charts 
and others.  
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Fig. 17: Database list [22]  
Flight plan and Direct to navigation 
Flight plan mode 
This is sometimes called the auto-sequencing 
mode. This mode works on the principle of following 
legs between preselected waypoints. This is 
particularly useful on longer flights, when the pilot 
needs to follow a certain route. One can select the 
track to intercept desired points for entering a 
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controlled airspace, avoid terrain or restricted 
airspaces etc. After the flight plan is activated, the 
GNSS receiver follows the preselected route, and 
automatically activates a new leg upon reaching a 
waypoint (hence auto sequencing). Active leg is always 
highlighted in magenta. Bear in mind, that the flight 
plan must be activated in order for the device to follow 
it.  
Figure below (Fig. 18) shows inactivated flight 
plan, after selecting the “Activate” key, the first leg 
would light up in magenta. The main disadvantage is, 
that creating and saving a flight plan can be time 
demanding and, on some devices, challenging for new 
users. Therefore the pilot should never perform this in 
flight. 
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Fig. 18: Flight plan mode [24] 
Direct to mode 
In this simple mode the GNSS device provides 
the pilot with a bearing from his/her present position to 
the waypoint he/she wishes to fly to (airport, 
intersection, visual reference point, …). Its advantage 
is a fast and simple activation of navigation, usually 
denoted on a button with a crossed letter D. In distress 
situations, Direct to in combination with the nearest 
airport list (found on every device) can be the quickest 
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and most effective option for finding course to a 
nearest airport. Its main disadvantage is that the direct 
routing does not take into account airspaces, terrain 
and weather that can be found along the route. 
Therefore, the pilot must consider these factors before 
flying such a route, especially during poor visibility or at 
night (Fig. 19). 
 
Fig. 19: Direct to mode [24] 
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OBS and presentation on integrated VOR/GNSS 
instruments  
Allows the GNSS receiver to be used in similar 
way to analogue CDI for intercepting the desired radial 
to/from a VOR. GNSS allows using any waypoint as a 
“pseudo VOR”. In this way, the pilot can select an 
imaginary radial to a VFR airfield, for example. Many 
built-in receivers allow for a connection to the actual 
CDI (HSI, EHSI) and to display the cross track error 
directly on the indicator (indicator’s source selector 
must be switched to GPS). This mode is useful for 
intercepting runway course on small airfields, which 
can be difficult to see in certain conditions (e.g. flying 
against the setting sun).  
 
 Fig. 20: OBS mode [22] 
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Typical layout of pages and functions 
There is a very wide variety of used layouts; 
therefore it is impossible to present a typical one. The 
pilot should consult a provided manual before using the 
device, to familiarise himself with the device. Some 
functions and pages are, however, found on most of 
the devices, these include: 
 Default navigation page (with VFR 
devices usually a map) 
 Nearest page 
 Direct-to function 
 OBS function 
 Flight plan page 
 Waypoint page 
 Setting/utility (AUX) page 
NAVIGATION IN CRUISING FLIGHT, 
USE OF FIXES TO REVISE NAVIGATION 
DATA 
After takeoff, the pilot intercepts the desired 
track and then continues the same way as during a 
normal flight, but he compares the position he obtained 
by pilotage and dead-reckoning with the position data 
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provided by the GNSS device. The pilot should 
maintain full situational awareness in case of receiver 
failure and should file calculated and actual times in 
his/her navigation log. 
A very useful tool is the prediction line – a line 
which shows pilot´s position in the next couple of 
minutes, based on his/her heading and speed. It can 
show him/her, at what time is he/she going to reach a 
certain waypoint, airspace or when should he/she 
begin the descent. Another useful use is the correction 
of wind drift, which can vary from the calculated. 
If a pilot has a valid database, the GNSS 
receiver can also serve as a database of frequencies 
and airport information. However, a paper version of 
database must be on board for case of a receiver 
failure.  
The most important thing during VFR enroute is 
to maintain as much head up time as possible and to 
maintain good situational awareness.  
Wind direction and speed derived from a GNSS 
GNSS can be used as an effective tool in 
determining the wind direction and velocity enroute. 
Some advanced avionics systems already incorporate 
a function, which displays the current wind directly on 
the screen. Most of the VFR receivers however do not 
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have this capability; nonetheless they can be used to 
determine the wind. To calculate the headwind/tailwind 
simply calculate the difference between groundspeed 
shown on the GNSS device and the calculated True Air 
Speed (TAS). To calculate the wind correction angle, 
compare the magnetic heading of the aeroplane to its 
ground track shown on the GNSS device.  
ETA revisions 
GNSS equipment can provide pilots with 
convenient and accurate ETA/ETE information, since it 
considers actual groundspeed in-flight. ETAs/ETEs for 
different parts of the active route are usually found on 
the flight plan page. However, the pilot should still fill 
the ETAs in his/her nav log to ensure he/she has them 
in case of receiver failure.  
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Fig. 21: ETA displayed on the flight plan page [24] 
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9.2 RADIO NAVIGATION 
GNSS - GPS, GLONASS OR GALILEO 
GNSS pseudo range measuring principles basics 
The method of determining position 
The exact method of determining position is 
very complex and difficult to understand. For a basic 
understanding of the principle this simplified version 
should be sufficient. A GNSS satellites transmit a 
signal, referred to as a Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) 
and the receiver measures the time of reception. The 
time difference between transmission and reception of 
the signal gives the pilot  the distance (range) of the 
satellite, relative to his/herposition. If the pilot knows 
his/her relative distance to three satellites, he/she can 
calculate his/her position [X, Y, Z].  
If the receiver’s clock is precisely synchronized 
with the satellites’, then the calculated position would 
be very accurate. However, the accuracy of a quartz 
clock mechanism inside a conventional GNSS receiver 
cannot compete with the accuracy of satellites’ atomic 
clock, so the measured range (distance) is not correct, 
thus it is called a “pseudorange”. Due to the speed of 
light being such a high number, therefore the 
measured time difference being so small, even the 
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smallest inaccuracy has a big impact on the calculated 
position. Actually, a time difference of 1 millisecond 
would set the position off by as much as 162 NM! Due 
to this, receiver has to know the time error of its clock. 
So, to determine all four unknowns (X, Y, Z and the 
clock error), the pilot must measure pseudoranges of at 
least four satellites. After determining the clock error, a 
receiver can calculate three (or more) exact ranges, 
thus determine the relative position to three (or more) 
satellites, which is then recalculated relatively to the 
coordinate system (Fig. 22) 
 
Fig. 22: Requirement of four satellites to determine the exact 
position [33] 
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Reference system  
Global Navigation Satellite Systems operate on 
principle of measuring distances, so they require a 
reference system. The reference system will allow to 
project relative position to satellites into the Earth’s 
coordinate system and determine altitude. For this 
reason, referential geometrical bodies called ellipsoids 
are used. Referential ellipsoids roughly represent the 
Earth’s shape and are created by an extensive 
geodetic survey. They may be updated after a certain 
period of time. The reference system's name is usually 
an abbreviation and incorporates the year of the first 
survey. Each GNSS uses a different reference system. 
If a receiver is to determine position from multiple 
systems, then the reference systems must be 
mathematically transformed from one to another. The 
following table shows which GNSS uses which 
reference system.  
Tab. 5: GNSS reference systems  
GNSS 
REFERENCE 
SYSTEM 
FULL NAME 
YEAR OF 
THE 
FIRST 
SURVEY 
GPS WGS 84 
World Geodetic 
System 
(adopted by ICAO as 
the standard horizontal 
reference system in 
1994) 
1984 
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GNSS 
REFERENCE 
SYSTEM 
FULL NAME 
YEAR OF 
THE 
FIRST 
SURVEY 
Galileo GTRF 
Galileo Terrestrial 
Reference Frame 
2007 
GLONASS PZ 90 Paramery Zemli 1990 
BeiDou CTRF 2000 
China Terrestrial 
Reference Frame 
2000 
 
 
Fig. 23: WGS’ reference ellipsoid [25]  
Signals 
GNSS satellites are transmitting in Ultra High 
Frequency (UHF) range. Signals are transmitted on 
several different frequencies, because the ionosphere 
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greatly affects the speed of distribution of the signal, 
thus greatly affecting the accuracy. The ionosphere 
affects signals of different frequencies differently. 
Because of this phenomenon, GNSS can determine 
the actual state of the ionosphere and minimize the 
impact on accuracy. 
The GNSS signal consists of [17]:  
 A carrier wave: exact frequency, 
sinusoidal character, 
 A code for determining a pseudo 
range: a sequence of binary 
information, also called Pseudo 
Random Noise (PRN), 
 Navigational data: also in the binary 
format, containing information about 
satellites’ position, time correction, 
almanac and satellites’ integrity 
status.  
The only fully operational GNSS system used in 
GA in Europe on wide scale is the GPS 
GPS provides two types of services [40]:  
  Standard Positioning Service (SPS), 
freely available to all users 
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  Precise Positioning Service (PPS), 
which is encoded and available only 
to authorized users 
The SPS signals are L1 C/A, L2C and L5 are 
transmitted on frequencies, which correspond with their 
name. They are free and unrestricted to use by anyone 
24 hours a day. L2C signal improves the error caused 
by ionospheric propagation, as it is transmitted on a 
different frequency. The L5 signal (sometimes referred 
to as the Safety of Life (SoL) signal) is provided for 
subjects, to which safety is essential, like aviation. This 
service meets high criteria for continuity, integrity, 
availability and safety of these subjects.  
The PPS signals are P(Y) and M. They are 
transmitted on L1 and L2 frequencies, are encrypted 
and intended mainly for military use. It provides 
information with a high level of accuracy and reliability. 
Providers 
There are currently two fully operational Global 
Navigation Satellite Systems – the American GPS and 
the Russian GLONASS. Then, there are two systems 
under development, only partially operational at the 
moment – the Chinese BeiDou and the European 
Galileo. Their operators are:  
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 GPS – managed by the US 
government and operated by USAF 
Space Command 
 GLONASS - managed by the Russian 
Space Forces and operated by 
 the Coordination Scientific Information 
Centre (KNITs) of the Russian 
Defence Ministry 
 BeiDou – managed and operated by 
the government of People’s Republic 
of China 
 Galileo – managed by the European 
Commission, operated by European 
Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
Agency (GSA)  
Orbit errors, clock errors, multipath, ionosphere 
The accuracy of a GNSS receiver depends on 
many factors and is within a few meters’ range for 
more than 95% of time, which is more than sufficient 
for a VFR flight. Signals being transmitted from an 
altitude of around 20000 km are very low intensity by 
the time they reach the Earth’s surface (around -130 
dBm) and are therefore liable to different types of 
interference. Other factors and errors affecting systems 
performance also persist. Some of these are: 
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 Orbital (Ephemeris’) error: a satellites 
transmits its ephemeris data every 30 
seconds, however, this data is not 
always exact 
 Satellites’ clock error: the satellites’ 
clock error is compensated for, 
however the compensation is not 
always exact 
 Multipath reception caused by 
reflections of the signal decreases the 
accuracy 
 Ionospheric propagation error, caused 
by the different speed of signal’s 
propagation in the ionosphere may 
not be fully compensated 
Jamming 
"Jamming" is the simplest form of man-made 
interference. The interferer transmits a signal on the 
same frequency as GNSS signals are broadcasted. 
This signal, being of many magnitudes stronger, makes 
the GNSS signal unreadable for the receiver. This 
results in system’s unavailability. Jammers are used 
during military conflicts and, much more commonly, by 
lorry drivers and car thieves to restrict vehicles to send 
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out their position. Bear in mind, that even a small 
jammer can jam a surprisingly large area.  
Factors affecting accuracy 
GNSS’ accuracy can be affected by a number 
of factors. The error caused by those is greatly 
eliminated by a number of countermeasures; however, 
it is difficult to achieve maximum accuracy at all times. 
Some of the factors, which affect the accuracy are: 
 Ephemeris errors, 
 Satellite clock error, 
 Ionospheric propagation error, 
 Tropospheric propagation error, 
 Receiver noise error, 
 Multi-path reception, 
 Geometric dilution of precision, 
 Effects of aircraft manoeuvres, 
 Errors caused by intentional 
interference. 
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